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Chapter 5 

PARTICIPATORY, PERFORMATIVE, 
OR PROMOTIVE? 

TALKSHOWS' PITFALLS FOR DEMOCRACY 

I "t is often argued for and believed that the health of democracy depends on an 

informed and interested citizenry, and that this should be, by all means, be 

.television's function. Conventionally summed up as a matter of what and 

how to inform, the business of keeping audiences informed and interested has become a tricky 

one especially since the 1980s. Traditional informational programming, particularly news, 

increasingly gives the impression of being top-down and disciplinary, restrictive of a diversity 

of voices, as its social constructedness becomes more and more apparent. Where there is 

public suspicion or outright dissatisfaction with the interdependence between the power-bloc 

and the media, cynicism among the audiences tends to rule, posing various problems for 

information and its legitimacy (Carpignano et al. 1990). The consequence is the incapability of 

traditional informational programming to provide information and knowledge that can be 

meaningfully incorporated into audiences' life. 

In parallel to great efforts that have been made to legitimize popular taste reflected 

in forms or genres traditionally "lower" in cultural value, concerns about the demise of news 

and informational programming and of the larger public communication, have been frequently 

expressed on both sides of the Atlantic. To grasp just how ordinary viewers actually feel, an in-

depth study, entitled Citizens and Politics: A View from Main Street America, was carried out 

across the U.S. (Andersen 1995)1. In the study, the interviewees consistently complained that 

"they are unable to see themselves- their perspectives and desired choices for action-

reflected in the way in which the issues are discussed" (ibid: 13). It is therefore concluded that 

"all the jargon, statistics, and other forms of professional speak" do not resonate with citizens' 

deeply held concerns and "the realities of life they experience and see around them" (ibid: 14). 

The public world as typically represented by what government officials do or say through 

traditional informational programs, seems simply disassociated from the private life of 

1 The survey was orchestrated by Richard Harwood in 1991, using ten focus groups in different regions across the 
country. 
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audiences. This rapture cannot but lead to audience indifference not only towards public 

affairs and the process of government, but also towards informational programs as a whole. As 

put by Fiske (1989: 187) so concisely: 

If there is no relevance between a text and the everyday lives of its readers, there 
will be little motivation to read it, and less pleasure to be gained from doing so. 
News may well be watched out of a vague moral sense that we ought to know what 
is going on in the world, but if it lacks these micro-connections, it will be watched 
half-heartedly and will be rapidly forgotten- which, indeed, is the fate it frequently 
suffers. 

The booming of talkshows in the 1980s coincided with the general crisis of 

information and the ossification of news reporting due to the lack of relevance to audiences' 

lived experiences. Where traditional programming has failed, the talkshow thrives, and by 

directly engaging audiences in the production/construction of a media text, making itself a 

forum of participatory discussion. Though the video technology is often implied to be 

intrinsically incapable of producing segments longer than one or two minutes, the talkshow 

normally has an hour-long format and focuses on talk and talking heads. This is particularly 

odd if one considers that for many years, it has long been a professional must to avoid 

monotonous presentation of information, particularly on news programs. Anything visual has 

always been sought to cover up talking heads, particularly on news programs, so as to keep 

audiences interested. With talking heads on the screen most of the airtime, the talkshow relies 

on audience participation as an alternative strategy to keep audiences or viewers interested 

In the preceding chapter the talkshow was treated as something promising in terms 

of discursive openness, because of its more inclusive and flexible approach in programming. 

With audience participation at its core, this hybridized form seems to open up new horizons for 

public communication long governed by the elite notions of canonized quality, in which 

openness tended to be ignored (see Chapter 3, Section 1.3). Knowledge from experts and 

factoids from government officials, so sanctified and taken for granted in traditional 

informational programming, are now possibly interrogated and held accountable by 

participating audiences, whose lived experiences are often justified or hailed here instead. This 

sheer possibility, even merely theoretical, makes the talkshow rich in its political and aesthetic 

implications, if contrasted with the often close and aloof talk in traditional informational 

programming. Its fluidity across conventional generic, social and cultural boundaries seems to 

promise a loosening of elite/institutional control, so as to make room for lay voices. 

The discursive openness deserves to be counted as an essential element of 

information quality, this I have argued for in Chapter 3. But there always remains a great gap 

between the theoretical possibility and the reality in practice. Besides, there are as many 
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varieties of the talkshow genre as there are various practices of audience participation. 

Whether discursive openness is inherent in the talk show is, therefore, a question that is hard to 

answer. 

Cautions are widely shared among those who recognize the talkshow's democratic 

potential and "unstable productivity", and their reasons have little to do with modernist 

considerations. Ironically, the harshest critiques come from the U.S., where the market 

dynamism has brought it into being and kept on pushing its development and proliferation. 

From Horton and Wohl (1956) in the late 1950s to Tuchman (1974) in the 1970s and to Polan 

(1991), Hirch (1991), Andersen (1995), Heaton and Wilson (1995) in the mid-1990s, critics 

from different generations share a similar suspicion about the talkshow, even to the degree of 

denouncing the genre altogether. Their arguments strongly suggest that the talkshow, 

originated and nourished by the market, is in fact exploitative rather than discursively open, 

and unproductive even with discursive openness. This is in entire opposition to the 

emancipatory practices of audience participation in history that led to liberal democracy as we 

are familiar with today (see Chapter 4, Section 1). 

What has caused such long-lasting doubts about the talkshow, doubts that even the 

postmodern atmosphere doesn't seem to nullify? This chapter is intended to find an answer for 

this. In the following sections, I will explore first the limitation of the talkshow as a talkspace 

for dialogue, then the constraint of the talkshow as part of popular journalism. Lastly, I will 

forward to discuss the talkshow as an industry in a consumer society. 

1. DIALOGUE IN THE TALKSHOW: 
OPEN DISCUSSION OR HOT AIR 

We talked about how the talkshow can operate as a genre of the public sphere in a 

pluralist light, through its maximization of televisual hybridity. Like television, it has long been 

seen as low in cultural values. But its play with boundaries and contingencies (the chance 

element), through participatory discussion, promises an atmosphere of discursive openness. 

When openness is counted as an element of information quality, one is prompted to notice the 

undemocratic elements in the habitual dichotomy of the high and the low, of the serious and 

the popular in culture. One is also encouraged to appreciate the values of the low and the 

popular in making sense of life/reality for common folks and in helping their struggle for 

cultural legitimacy. Furthermore, one is made aware of the modernist anxiety shared by those 

desperate for clear labels, stable structures, or, in other words, a representational purity, which 

the talkshow flatly rejects. 

Despite all of this, there have been doubts regarding the ability of common folks 
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to participate in public discussion, the possibility or desirability of "mass" participation (Budge 

1996) and last but not least, the problem of using television, a medium of escapist 

entertainment, for public discussion. These doubts touch the fears and hopes about direct 

democracy (ibid) and "teledemocracy" in various countries (Schudson 1992, London 1994, 

Lenos and Vlug 1995, Mctavish 1996, Ytterstad et al. 1997.) One is therefore prompted to ask 

where the supposed discursive openness of the talkshow, if realized at all, can lead to. Does 

the public discourse emerging from the blurring, inclusive and contingent talkshow eventually 

resolve the chronic tension between the institutional desire to contain and the audience 

tendency to be indifferent? Is citizenship being boosted and social change made possible, at 

least implicitly, as the discourse is constantly reshaped, and hegemony contested? These 

questions will have no easy answers, but one can start the inquiry from exploring the dialogic 

character inherent in the talkshow's participatory discussion. 

1.1. The Irrelevance of Consensus or Conflicts Resolving 

Accommodating both the modernist self-asserting subjectivity with postmodern 

pluralist appeals, participatory talkshows are based on dialogue and conversation, while the 

rest of the mass media remains essentially monological in character. Though all broadcast talk 

has learned to become more or less dialogic in order to attract audiences (Scannell 1988), 

nothing quite like the talkshow as a form is designed to be dialogic and participatory. 

Apparently, it has an incomparable appeal of authenticity and transparency, as participants 

take turns playing both senders and receivers of messages, and common folks (audiences) are 

given a salient significance in the co-construction of knowledge/information. Audiences are 

not only talked to, but talked with interactively. 

Inherent in interactive dialogue are the dynamics of intersubjectivity in the 

communication process. This is exactly what Habermas turns to in his decades-long search for 

an alternative or substitute for the failing individual subject, which, in his eyes, has proved 

incapable of resisting the manufactured consensus or propaganda, being incapable of 

autonomy. This detour to intersubjectivity in the communication process marks a linguistic 

shift which Habermas shares with many of his contemporaries particularly since the 1970s. 

Language behavior has been treated as the intervening variable between social institutions, the 

class system, and the state, on the one side, and on the other, the competence of a person to 

interpret the social world. While the assumption of active audiences leads many to put much of 

their theoretical weight on the individual viewer's ability, i.e., his semiotic power, to "make 

do" or negotiate privately (Fiske 1987), Habermas resorts to what a person can do rationally 

with that ability and "do something with others" in order to make a peaceful change and avoid 

r 
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brutal revolution (italic added, Gouldner 1976:146, Giddens 1987:225-252). 

It is this public nature, this promise of calling forth intersubjectivity by interactive 

dialogue, that Habermas holds as a hope to "encompass characterological inhibitions and 

irrationalities implanted by socialization... and., limits imposed on language behavior" by, say, 

any social hierarchy and the state (ibid). For that intersubjectivity to work, Habermas 

endeavors to build up a framework for the Ideal Communication Situation in which a 

consensus, governed by the force of "better argument", can be brought about. One is prompted 

here to imagine whether there is any link, however feeble, between this essentially modernist 

ideal and a media form, the talkshow, which mixes modernist self-assertions with 

postmodernist juxtapositions. While the idea of Habermasian intersubjectivity is simply too 

square for the talkshow with its emphasis on critical rationality, the talkshow does encourage a 

public, interpersonal, and interactive dialogue, though the aim of which remains largely 

undecided. 

If the redemptiveness of Habermas' intersubjectivity ties in the hope of reaching 

consensus as the basis for "doing something with others", the talkshow seems unable to call 

forth such intersubjectivity. In their study on the debates in four audience participation 

programs, Livingstone and Lunt(1992a: 141), finding that "the genre favors rapid jumping 

around from point to point, person to person", reach an conclusion relevant here: 

[As far as] a forum presupposes certain rules of debate in which conflicts are 
addressed, not evaded, and in which arguments are integrated rather than simply 
listed... audience discussion programs do not meet the standards of ideal public 
debate. 

It is not surprising, given that the aesthetic of the talkshow is such that an inclusive juxtaposi

tion of contradictory and conflicting ideas is encouraged. The conventions of the genre require 

that the discussion keeps moving forwards, so that emotional expression can be elicited to 

challenge the experts, and validate the ordinary person. With this approach, the range of 

discussion is perhaps maximized, but at the expense of the depth of argument. There is no 

intention to integrate the arguments, since attempts to resolve conflicts and contradictions have 

become irrelevant. 

Reaching consensus or resolving conflicts, however modernist they may sound, 

are often part of the deal in democracy. Where they are needed and expected, public 

discussions in the talkshow are often disappointing. 

1.2. Talk for Action versus Talk as Action 
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If reaching consensus is not of concern to the talkshow, what would the talkshow 

dialogue achieve besides only talk? Put the other way, what can be deemed as productive, or at 

least consequential in those jumping-around conversations? Though generally echoing a 

traditional concern about the effects and effectiveness of communication, this question is 

inevitable for those who would ponder the talkshow culture and relate it to a plural society and 

participatory democracy. In fact, the question itself reminds us of what has been much debated, 

since the flowering of studies on popular culture in the 1970s, regarding what counts as 

"productive", in terms of progressive politics, in popular taste. In the debates, many low-status 

programs, such as the soap opera, have thus been re-evaluated, though previously considered 

as of little cultural or informational value. The polysemy has been found to be required for the 

success of a text, since people construct their own meanings according to their own identities 

or life situations. Constant contestation or negotiation are at work, therefore there is 

productivity at least at the level of micro-politics, if not of macro-politics (e.g. Fiske 1987). 

The polysemy in popular texts is reminiscent of the polyphony of the talkshow in 

which constellations of voices are juxtaposed but without attempts to reach conclusions. Often 

drawing attention to social issues, however, the talkshow refers both explicitly and implicitly 

to a public forum of debate normally intended to touch more than private life. It is therefore 

legitimate to expect a productivity more than what micro politics can address. This suggests 

the significance of macro-politics, which is what the very behavior of attending public 

discussions attempts to grasp. Those who jump on to the soap box must have something to say, 

something beyond the reach or range of private contestation or negotiation in a private media 

consumption (Priest 1995). 

But as long as productivity is concerned, talk or dialogue tends not to be counted 

so much. There is a tendency, especially in discussions of political participation, to think of 

opinion, debate, talk, dialogue, whatever, as something that should lead to the stage of doing, 

in order to be productive. Otherwise all lingual efforts, being so easily vaporized, would turn 

out to be in vain (Gouldner 1976). Tuchman(1988: 604), for example, comments on the 

increasing importance of opinion polls in the political process as "one way in which the media 

discourages political participation without any accompanying influence, role, or power". 

Citizens, according to her, are encouraged "to know more, even to be more opinionated, but to 

do less about public affairs" (ibid). Livingstone and Lunt (1992b: 11), generally sympathetic of 

the forum-nature of the talkshow, also observe that "a critical interpretation of audience access 

and participation programs would claim that they pose a trick to capture what remains 

underneath a passive mass audience with the illusion of influence and involvement'" (italic 

added). 
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There is a possibility, however, to see the talk as an action in its own right This is 

not only well theorized by speech act theory2 (e.g. Renkma 1993, van Dijk 1997) but also 

justified by talk participants themselves3. In the same light, Livingstone and Lunt (1992b) 

assert that public talk is social action, however indirect. Accordingly, audience discussion 

programs can be conceived as a social event in which actions are taken by people, experts and 

laity, together. If those kinds of actions do not count as political participation aimed at 

influencing and making a change, they nonetheless involve an informal, social participation 

and undoubtedly raise "questions about the rights, responsibilities and consequences of the 

ordinary person when transformed into a public social actor" (p. 13). Gouldner also observes 

that "in the end, there is probably no more powerful mechanism of social change than people's 

talk" (1976:149). 

But as we will see below, all the pros and cons regarding talk as action or talk as 

fuel for action would become irrelevant to prove the productiveness of the talkshow talk, when 

the debate or even the dialogic character of the genre itself is under question. For the time 

being, it is sufficient to say that to the extents that the talkshow is part of popular culture, its 

productiveness remains largely at the level of micro-politics. Jumping on to the soap box by 

audiences is indeed an action stronger than contestation and negotiation in privacy. Yet it can 

remain a private action with mere private purposes of gaining visibility, or even be deprived of 

social significance, which I will turn to later. There are indeed those for whom talking on 

television is intended as an appeal for the public. In these cases, the macro-political 

productiveness of the talkshow remain dubious, too, since so much has to be involved before 

that macro level is ever reached. This is hinted by Rapping (1995) when she argues that the 

issues discussed in the genre are not taken seriously by those in power. Though as close as 

television gets to open discourse on serious issues, the genre would be "reined in more" if they 

were more respectable in their style and choice of issues. 

1.3. Talk as A Game for Show 

In fact, it is this "style and choice of issues" Rapping refers to that leads to the 

questioning of the debate nature or dialogic character of the talkshow. Involving audiences in 

studio discussion, the talkshow does have an inspiring affinity to the concept of the public 

sphere. But according to Polan (1990:260), it is at best a pseudo public sphere with little to be 

2 Speech act theory is a branch of pragmatics, which means "the study of acts" literally. The theory focuses on the 
question of what people are doing when they use language. Representative theorizers are John Austin and John 
Searle. See Renkema (1993). 
3 For example see Priest 1995:149. An interviewee who has joined a studio talk tells Priest of his feeling: "... to hear 
yourself, and to see yourself in action, uh, it's like, I liked myself." (italic added). 
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recommended: 

The very call for a space of open public discussion is closed by the structural 
demands ofthat media form in which most discussion today takes place. Reason 
reveals itself to be what it really is: a show, a spectacle in which truth is not a 
content but... a device, an alibi, to get excitement going, to make a scene. 

Explicit in Polan's remark is an accusation of the talkshow for its emphasis on the showiness 

of the talk, rather than the talk itself. And if talk is insignificant, it does not matter much 

whether it is action or not. 

"Cheap and trashy", "frivolous and trivial" are common adjectives for talkshow 

dialogues, though it is also admitted that talkshow topics can range "from profound to 

profoundly trivial" (Kurtz 1995: 9). Just what is to be defined as trivial or irrelevant, however, 

can be as highly contested as those old modernist dichotomies (e.g. between the private and 

the public, the factual and the fictional). And as long as the talkshow's function as "an 

electronic neighborhood" (see Chapter 4) is recognized, some téte-à-téte over the air can be 

seen as an action of greeting, which, however irrelevant to "truth", helps construct and 

strengthen the identity of a certain community (Livingstone and Lunt 1994). To the degree that 

a good neighborhood needs some friendly chitchat to warm up, it is legitimate to have chat-

style talkshows in which the content of dialogue itself seems unessential. 

Problems arise when community ills are left neglected while hilarious talk 

overwhelms and nothing but "a celebration of visibility" is being demonstrated (Conrad 1982: 

46). It seems understandable for television, a visual medium that has to show something more 

than the loquacity of radio in order to be different. But what's showy about talk? We are 

prompted to ask, as Conrad (1982) does sarcastically. Language is usually dreaded in the 

television industry. At best it is seen as a depletion of silence when nothing animate shown. 

When it comes to talk programming in which nothing but talkheads, lay and expert, are in 

sight, the showiness of the talk depends heavily on the talkers more gifted with articulacy. 

While articulacy is important in any talk with definite communicative aim, the 

showy nature of the talkshow tends to emphasize the value of glibness and brevity, due to its 

televisual specificity. McLuhan (1964/1995: 310) noted decades ago, "the success of any TV 

performer depends on his achieving a low-pressure style of presentation, although getting his 

act on the air may require much high-pressure organization". Thus, no one, expert or lay, can 

afford to ignore the importance of this apparent effortlessness, if s/he is to get her/his message 

across. And it is obviously more challenging for those who join the talk as experts than as laity. 

No wonder in a book, How to Work with the Media (Fox and Levin 1993), the targeted 

talkshow-guest-to-be academic readers are reminded to "appear spontaneous", along with 
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other tactics. This apparent spontaneity is so much prized that being able to simply rattle on, 

even just for filling the dead air inconsequentially, can be a priceless talent on talkshows. 

Together with the juxtaposition approach, this encourages the view of talkshow 

dialogues as a game or sport for antithetical blusters, rather than a forum for issues and 

opinions. The mixture of the Gulf War with male-strippers, already a strange motley of topics, 

can thus lose its political implications in displaying the heterogeneity of the social world and 

letting people talk about what's relevant to their life. The heterogeneity will be shown barely at 

its surface, never explored, when the talk is essentially a game show in which what is intended 

is but the chemistry of people talking and joking, even squabbling, amongst each other, 

without the heavy burden of communication. 

This tendency to treat the talkshow as a game show seems so prevailing that both 

neighborly talks and town-meeting talks can not escape its influence. The emphasis on the 

showiness of the talk often amazes participants, especially those who participate as experts4. 

Even Phil Donahue, the nice-guy style host of a show with a three-decade longevity well 

known for his sensibility and openness, admits bis show "frustrates" the participants because it 

only "scratches the surface" of the issues. With rare honesty, he said his show is "only a game", 

even much acknowledged as "extraparliamentary speech" and "American's most important 

graduate school" (Munson 1993:153,155). 

While there is nothing wrong to offer entertaining games by talk programming, it 

becomes a problem when too many high-minded claims have been made and participants' 

expectations are high. As long as talking is more important than what is being talked about, 

there are frustrations for those who expect more than a game from the talk It is particularly so 

on town-meeting talks that tend to claim offering "real" stuff on "hot" issues. This is 

exemplified by the McLaughlin show in the U.S.- a talkshow that claims to target at issues 

and opinions with real reasoning and arguing. The claims, in fact, are often but a mere disguise 

for exercising "the art of the blurt" (Kurtz 1995: Chapter 2) which no participants can escape. 

The showiness of the talk is so valued that it is ensured there is "a pressure cooker working" to 

make sure people disagree, confront and blurt, simply to talk out of their instincts and 

contribute to creating the talk-as-game show. 

Whether neighborly or town-meeting talk-as-game shows, frustrations for sincere 

participants are inevitable. The former is frustrating because it involves participants 

emotionally with the appeal of immediate personal relevance while reluctant to scratch below 

4 Andersen (1995) and Heaton and Wilson (1995) give vivid eamples for this tendency to be showy. 
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the surface. The latter is even more disappointing since it gives an impression that people seem 

unable to discuss reasonably, if not rationally, even on issues of public concern. According to 

Hirch (1991), what has been demonstrated, is but "politics of kicks" which corrupt public life, 

impoverish political debate and under-nourish democracy. 

By nature, dialogue and conversation imply a discursive openness. Where there is 

dialogue, there is a bilateral communication which calls forth the intersubjectivity, which 

Habermas counts on when an autonomous subjectivity is found to be missing. The use of 

television and/or telephone and/or facsimile in the talkshow seems to, at least at the first glance, 

exemplify the realization of a wide-scale interpersonal and multi-lateral interactive dialogue 

among community members and citizens of a nation-state. The interaction in the talkshow 

dialogue can be a result of various hybridizations of what Thompson (1995) specifies as the 

face-to-face, the mediated, and the mediated quasi-interactions. Together with the 

juxtaposition approach, the various possibilities involving audiences with indefinite identities, 

in various mixtures of spatial and/or temporal co-presence, seem to make the talkshow 

dialogue open-ended to the degree of generous inconclusiveness. 

As we have seen, however, such openness can be less than productive, since it 

does not ensure any decision-making or action-taking normally expected in public discussion. 

Nor does it guarantee that there will be real dialogue at all, given all the dialogic character of 

the talkshow, if people talk only to "jump on each other". Therefore, the fascinating promise 

of the talkshow as a public talk space can be broken, if debate and discussion are not its aim, 

but rather a form in which talking can take place as a game for show. As a show, talk does not 

necessarily lead to dialogue and conversation, nor does it lead to crediting the debate on 

whether it is an action or a fuel for action As a show, talk can take place day in and day out, 

creating heat over the air but without light, and is eventually vaporized. To the degree that 

better mutual understanding is not promoted, the talkshow will create nothing but an incon

sequential phenomenon of "hot air" (Kurtz 1995), not open discussion. 

2. TALKSHOW JOURNALISM: 
ENGAGING TO DISENGAGE? 

The talkshow, according to Conrad (1982: 46), is itself an "oxymoron", turning 

talk into a game for show. Indeed, dialogue, supposedly the purpose of talk, can be lost in the 

process of making talk showy. The show aspect of talk in the talkshow makes one alert to its 

"impurity": It is involved in a mutually dependent duo-business, the business to facilitate the 

interpersonal communication and the business to mediate in mediated communication The 
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latter depends on the former for its prosperity, while the former counts on the latter for its very 

existence. Making talk showy is but a necessity to maintain the balance of the dual business on 

a video technology, since the talk should be watched and listened to in order to exist. 

The necessity to make talk showy, however, is not something peculiar of the 

talkshow. Even a face-to-face communication is not entirely immune from the game or show 

elements, especially when the effectiveness of communication (e.g. giving a lecture) is desired 

or intended. Consider just how much energy a lecturer has to put into making her/his message 

attractive, even engaging, before it could be sent across. Nonetheless, there is a difference 

between face-to-face and mediated communications regarding the control of the game or show 

elements. While in the former it is mainly the talker/performer who takes charge of the nuance 

and amounts of these elements, in the latter the talker/performer has much less control of them 

as long as his talk is part of the spectacle through the camera to the indefinite numbers of 

viewers. This considerably adds to a fear of the much believed media power and contributes to 

the general suspicion of the media and mediated communication in terms of authenticity and 

transparency. 

Therefore, special attentions has been paid to the "managed" nature of some forms 

of programming that claim, implicitly or explicitly, to be authentic and transparent. 

Carpignano et al. (1991), for example, uses the "edited public" to describe some "men-on-the-

street" interviews within news and current-affairs programming. For them, participation in 

these interviews means nothing but being selected for use in a sound-bite that serves as a slice 

of authenticity. Comer (1995) also observes how the selective character of, say, a real-life 

programming5, can be obscured in the medium's capacity to "let people see for themselves", 

or even concealed on purpose by the institutional efforts in trying to be real and transparent. 

There is an inherent tendency to excessively use non-informational phrases or images to 

sustain certain intensity and ensure the generation of excitement- which, for Corner, is 

arguably an important communicative function. Where such intensive "aesthetics of 

attraction" work, whatever lies behind the screened material, even vicarious perceptions, will 

tend to be experienced as "television immediacies" and "routinely not regarded as 'authored'" 

(italic added, ibid: 29-31)6. 

With its live or live-to-tape practice of audience participation, the talkshow's 

managed or authored nature is perhaps more easily concealed, especially when its aesthetics of 

5 The example studied by Comer is 999 of the BBC. It is a rapidly paced mix of entertaining drama, documentary 
and current-affairs. 
6 But Comer also cautious in the same breath that the psychology of viewing is far more complex than many 
researchers have assumed, 
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attraction can be both intensive and inclusive- inclusive to the degree of integrating the 

spectator and the performer. Nonetheless, it is a spectacle made to be engaging and 

consumable, particularly through conflating information and entertainment, which engages 

audiences with a new dynamism lacking in traditional informational programming. Already a 

recognizable television establishment in the U.S. in the 1970s (Tuchman 1974), it nonetheless 

had to wait until the mid-1980s to be a full-grown genre with great impact. Though (or 

probably because) it was (and still is) low as a cultural form and uncertain of its position in 

journalism (Rosenstiel 1992: 76), its aesthetics of attraction seems increasingly epidemic in the 

atmosphere of "de-regulation". Not surprisingly, journalism and politics got affected as a result 

of the private being made public and the public private. 

Interestingly, it is also in the U.S., the country of talkshows' birth and rapid growth, 

that the sharpest suspicions and the harshest critiques are voiced. By the mid-1990s its rampant 

popularity is such that Kurtz (1995: 1,3) believes the genre has been taking a lead in the "high 

deci-bel revolution of politics and journalism", and on a medium that "can only pay attention 

long enough for you to skim the surface". Below are the main effects ofthat "revolution". 

2.1. TheOprahfizationofNews 

The terms "Oprahfization of news", which refers to the popular the U.S. talkshow 

The Oprah Winfrey Show (since 1984), is often used to express how news programming is 

being influenced by the talkshow. Attached to the term is often a tone of sarcasm, which 

implies only degradation. A more elaborate lament comes from Carl Bernstein, one of the 

Watergate-scandal reporters who eventually dethroned Richard Nixon from presidency (1992, 

quoted in McManus 1994: 1-2): 

...we have been moving away from real journalism toward the creation of a sleazoid 
info-tainment culture in which the lines between Oprah [Winfrey] and Phil 
[Donahue] and Georaldo [Rivera] and Diane [Sawyer] and even Ted [Koppel]... are 
too often indistinguishable... In this new culture of journalistic titillation, we teach... 
our viewers that the trivial is significant, that the lurid and loopy are more important 
than real news. 

While one can now argue with more confidence that the indistinguishability is not necessarily 

negative and "real" journalism is a debatable concept, it is difficult to ignore "journalistic 

titillation" that the genre seems to initiate. 

This problem was exactly the theme of a ninety-minute PBS seminar program 

aired in the spring of 1989, in which the talkshow was held as a criminal in journalism. Titled 

as The Other Side of the News: Entertainment News or Entertainment and hosted by Fred W. 
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Friendly, former CBS news chief and current journalism professor, the seminar brought 

journalists and editors from prestigious newspapers to confront well-known talkshow hosts 

such as Phil Donahue, Georaldo Rivera, Larry King who were put on the defense7. There was 

an overtone of modernist suspicion in the arrangement of print media versus television, of 

traditional journalism versus the yet-to-be-legitimized journalism with populist appeals. But 

through the confrontation, the Otherness of the talkshow hosts seemed made clear, which 

reminded one of mass/popular culture as the Other of modernist pure/elite culture afraid of 

being contaminated (see Chapter 3). 

A poignant irony was obvious here. The "contamination,, was actually at work as 

the seminar imitated the talkshow, using its format, style and ingredients by which the 

legitimate interrogated, judged, and accused the illegitimate. There was a live audience of print 

journalists and talkshow hosts as the topical guests. There was emotional blurting and shouting 

as a way of communication routinized by some talkshows. There was even an exhibition of 

clips of sensational moments from those hosts' shows, including one from a Georaldo program 

on sexual surrogacy just to show how the talkshow tends to focus on titillation The seminar 

itself, as Munson (ibid: 139) observes, "could not help being yet another talkshow, though one 

implicitly claiming journalistic and even moral superiority", and broadcast on a "lofty" 

channel such as PBS. 

On the one hand, the case of the seminar may point well to the journalistic 

hypocrisy hidden behind the veil of cultural legitimacy. This is echoed by Dahlgren (1995) and 

Langer (1992) when they suggests that there is not a difference in kind, only one of degree, 

between tabloid journalism and the more traditional formats, since all television journalism 

contains tabloid elements. Yet on the other hand, the case indicates that talkshow 

programming is becoming so popular, or that social atmosphere has become such, that it is no 

longer easy to dismiss the talkshow simply as trash or tabloid television from a lofty position, 

without being drawn down as a complicit "other" in a capitalist democracy. Indeed, through 

the talkshow's blurring and transgressive nature, the artificiality of the boundary between the 

serious and the popular is made obvious. Journalistic titillation can therefore be seen as a 

matter of degree, and television journalism in particular has its aesthetics of attraction to 

engage audiences. 

Nonetheless, to the extent that the generation of excitement is being treated as an 

end to be served, rather than a means or a communicative function to engage audience, 

titillation remains a serious problem which needs to be addressed. As the term "the 

7 There were other television professionals and even an editor of a tabloid daily. But the talkshow hosts were the 
main target. See Munson 1993. 
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Oprahfization of news" often suggests, the popularity of the talkhsow is pushing the culture of 
journalism not towards more relevant-to-audience information programming, but toward 
merging with the relentlessly glitzy world of entertainment and creating "one great, roaring 
Oprahfiezed ooze of headlines and hype" (Kurtz 1995: 16). In other words, the blurring, 
transgressive, and apparently live talkshow at least symptomizes, if not triggers, a trend in 
television journalism which, by being heavily entertaining and lightly informational, virtually 
blurs and even drowns out everything, and significantly by talk. It is no longer news that 
reporting and comments, having been appropriated and conflated by the talkshow, become 
hard to be distinguished from each other even in news programming, since being distanced, 
disinterested, and objective is not the fashion. What is more intriguing is that the talkshow has 
created an agreeable atmosphere for talk that news programming is becoming more talk-
oriented than coverage-oriented. More "bites and blips" of "savvy talk" (Gitlin 1993: 119) are 
more readily available as instant analyses or even pre-event interpretations are replacing news 
coverage itself. With interesting examples of how journalistic interpretations are already aired 
while the related events are still unfolding, Kurtz (1995) concludes that a fundamental 
journalistic shift is taking shape as journalists' own talk becomes more important. 

Journalism and talkhsows are mutually incorporated, so to speak. 

2.2. The Lure of Visibility 
And the Syndrome of Symbiosis 

The journalistic trend or shift affects not only television journalism, but also print 
journalists and journalism. In his essay, Talkshow Journalism, Thomas B. Rosenstiel (1992) 
observes how the talkshow leaves its marks, altering the traditional value of the print media. 
Print journalists are lured to the stardom of visibility offered by television, seeking a boost of 
both their own career and the magazines or newspapers they represent, but at the same time 
risking their long cultivated thoughtful journalistic practice. Following the popularity of the 
talkshow, television institutions increasingly and insatiably need "someone who is glib, 
colorful, whose thoughts can be condensed into a conversational style"8, a career of punditry is 
created to reward the "knack for asserting opinions, thinking in soundbites, and honing an 
attention-getting public persona" (ibid: 74). Whether the print journalists take this stardom 
seriously or not, the talkshow has already changed who gets rewarded in print journalism and 
why, thus the value of the profession is affected. 

Behind RosenstieFs criticism is perhaps an all too familiar suspicion towards 

This is by the executive producer oîFace the Nation. See Rosenstiel 1992: 78. 
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television as a sufficient medium for journalism. In fact, it is also deeply shared by television 

professionals, so deep that the need to rely on the prestige of the print journalists to boost a 

program's credibility has been long felt since NBC's Meet the Press began on the air. This 

indicates the television's chronic insecurity about the professional credentials of its own staff 

correspondents. Thus, there is an give and take going on between the print media and 

television as both have learned, through talk programming, to feed on each other and have 

established a relationship of symbiosis. There is nothing quite wrong except that print 

journalists, under the pressure of television's technological demand for personality and the 

talkshow's demand for readily digestible talk, are encouraged to play as opinion-mongers who 

"pontificate" with utter certainty about everything, while in the back of their minds are unsure 

of the value of careful and thoughtful study, and perhaps even amazed at their sounding like 

extremists or fundamentalists. A real serious problem arises when the talkshow, being blurring 

and transgressive, creates such an atmosphere that journalists are easily mixed with politicians 

who appear either as their guests or as peers in the guest group of a show. This suggests that 

another kind of give-and-take symbiosis is being brought about, between journalists and 

politicians. 

As typical of the talkshow, the desk that separates journalists as interrogators and 

politicians as their subjects is no longer. All are welcome in the same camp presided over by a 

hospitable host, not a cold-faced, distanced anchor. Whether supposed to be engaged in a 

verbal fight, as in the McLaughlin show and CNN's Crossfire or Capital Gang, or in a friend-

making-like chit-chat, as in CNN's Larry King Live, journalists often appear like insiders and 

play toe-to-toe games with politicians, enjoying and indeed celebrating equal celebrity granted 

by the talkshow with those political big names. The attraction of visibility is even stronger for 

those who have the constant need to reach their voters. Allowing more personal expressions 

and believed to be more in touch with people and less managed with its appearance of 

unscripted spontaneity, the talkshow is increasingly a more favorable forum than other 

traditional journalistic interviews for politicians who wish to have a more direct control of 

their own messages and images, plus some personal touch, to the public. Thus, two powerful 

groups of people are now brought together in the same camp, sharing equal opportunities of 

interacting with their audiences. 

As it is the unique approach of talkshow journalism to conflate the private with the 

public, it would be surprising if there is no speculation about the possibilities of the insider-

celebrity onscreen being translated into some social corruption offscreen (Rosenstiel 1992, 

Kurtz 1995). Special relationship developed out ofthat camp may be valuable for a scoop of 

policy issues, but it remains to be seen whether talkshow journalists are capable of questioning 

the status quo when they are themselves among the most privileged. Emerging as a new 
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journalistic approach that promises to bring politics back to the audiences who have been 
estranged by traditional journalism, the talkshow may estrange them nonetheless, with the 
exception of getting them more familiar with those big names and their cultivated 
personalities. 

2.3. A Fiction of Public Opinion 

As irresistible as it is for both journalists and politicians, talkshow visibility may 
not always work favorably for those who wish to benefit from it. As a medium having been 
subjected to various degrees of regulation and censorship, television can serve to grant 
legitimacy and publicity by the very visibility it facilitates. Yet as observed by Thompson 
(1995), it is a mediated visibility in which viewers are not free to choose the angle of vision 
and the visible material, but which is also "directional" that whatever is on screen is subjected 
to the public gaze of indefinite numbers of viewers. The mediated visibility is therefore 
doubled-edged both for those on the screen and for those in front of the screen. If it gives the 
privileged few on screen the benefits of legitimacy or publicity, it also constrains them with the 
public gaze, making the management of visibility a felt need. If it constrains the viewing 
majority with the lack of angle choice, it also allows them the power of a critical gaze while 
unseen. Hence it implies a non-localized, non-dialogical, open-ended space of the visible, 
which Thompson (1995:245) further terms as the "mediated publicness". 

This specificity of television visibility engages audiences in a special way, which 
becomes more emphatic on the talkshow. While television visibility requires the ability to play 
with the camera, the success of a show almost entirely relies on the appearance of spontaneity 
in talking— spontaneous to the degree that the existence of the camera is oblivious to both 
performers and spectators. For the participating few, therefore, talkshow visibility often 
implies a challenge in the art of performance more than anything else. The power of critical 
gaze from those who for whatever reasons remain spectators may serve only to encourage 
participants' intention of mastering that performing art more than any communicative aim. In 
this light, the theatricality of the talkshow is essential and salient. In this aspect the elite 
talkshow does not differ much from the vox-pop talkshow9. For both experts and laity, 
appearing on the talkshow often means being seen rather than being heard (see Kurtz 1995, 
Priest 1995). What might have been painstakingly said can vaporize quickly into the ether. 

This visual theatricality of the talkshow is not necessarily something negative or 
deplorable. In a sense, the theatrical elements can help bring up a recognition, particularly 

9 The elite talkshow foregrounds the experts as panelists while lay participants remain less significant. In contrast, 
the vox-pop talkshow highlights lay participants (see Dahlgren 1995). 
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among the elite or experts, of the value of jargon-free communication and the limits of the 

elite discourse based on abstract prerequisites (Bailey 1996). This is, after all, a genre in a 

medium whose great power to provide drama and emotion is not matched by a capacity to 

inform in depth about complicated or serious issues (Levy 1992). Yet it is here that the critical 

public gaze risks being misled. Due to the convenience to engage audiences theatrically, the 

talkshow can easily exploit the area of the expressive for a voyeuristic gaze, and reduces the 

aspects of the communicative10 with "the art of assertion" (Rosenstiel 1992: 73) to sheer 

performance, inviting a cynical gaze. 

This is certainly a far cry from what Thompson (1995) would expect from the kind 

of mediated publicness he hopes to re-invent and to replace Habermas' dialogue-based 

"critical publicity". The voyeuristic and cynical gaze, being symptomatic of public apathy and 

distrust, would nullify the potential impact of the talkshow's controversiality and its pluralist 

and participatory approach to controversy, since they are deprived of the attentive public (Price 

1992). This is ironical if we see how audience participation, particularly in the form of call-in, 

has been called "the barometer of public opinion" (Munson 1993: 36) since its emergence in 

the era of radio. Because of the pluralist and participatory approach to controversy, the notion 

of public opinion, however complicated and ambiguous, has been infused into talkshow 

programming, with audience participation almost synonymous with citizen participation. 

Insofar as the talkshow is deprived of the critically engaged public, however, the kind of 

barometer it can serve is limited, and at best it gives only an aggregate of private snap-

judgements and ill-considered opinions. Public opinion, which assumes the common good, 

remains closely connected with the process of discussion and debate (ibid) which requires 

deliberation, not mere performance. As Neil Postman puts it11: 

An opinion is not a momentary thing but a process of thinking, shaped by the 
continuous acquisition of knowledge and the activity of questioning, discussion, and 
debate, A question may "invite" an opinion, but it also may modify and recast it, we 
might better say that people do not exactly "have" opinions but are, rather, involved 
in"opinioning"... 

While modem society does presume journalism to facilitate that process of 

deliberating, the talkshow can disengage its audiences from that process by engaging them 

with the fantastic theatrical effects it can muster, even from the audience themselves. No 

wonder Munson (1993: 150) recognizes how the talkshow's Motaining "can destroy what is 

left of the common good, and can do so even more effectively because it appears to involve its 

10 The expressive and the communicative, see Section 3 in Chapter 2. 

11 This is quoted in London, 1994. The page number is not available as it is a very long web page. 
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public directly and democratically". As long as talk programming aims to be performative and 
not deliberative, it offers only what Habermas calls a "fiction of public opinion" (1962/1989: 

243). 

3. THE TALKSHOW AS AN INDUSTRY: 
CONTROLLING OR CATERING TO 

There is a great charm in the term "participatory" both for politics and for 
journalism. The talkshow has all the hope of renewing politic and journalism by directly 
involving the publics, using everyday and personalized language familiar to the public, making 
politics accountable and journalism relevant to them. It can indeed transform the public 
discourse without reducing it, if— yes, a big if- the visibility hence the publicity through it, are 
used for participatory purposes. Consider the example of the U.S. Presidential Campaign in 
1992, one known as a talkshow campaign. With textual studies, Andersen (1995: 244) 
observes how the talkshow format worked as a "new news" or "direct-access medium" in 
which life experience was far more valued than dry sloganeering or lecturing common in 
traditional campaign speech. The presence of lay audience seemed to demand more 
expressions of the micro— personal and private, even when the topics was about the macro-
political and economical. It does take an awareness of the specific talkshow language to be 
able to debate comfortably in the mixed discourse. In that case, Clinton seemed more adeptly 
in tune with the public pulse by giving personally relevant answers while Bush appeared like 
an insensitive autocrat who sounded distanced and aloof. 

The talkshow is at its best when participation is real and sincere and the mixed 
discourse somehow links the micro with the macro. As far as participation is concerned, 
however, the talkshow is not unlike the much criticized Gallup Opinion Poll. Initiated with a 
noble attempt to "return to the town meeting" but then turning out to be nothing civic or 
common or truly participatory, Gullup Poll reflects but "the struggle not to discover the public 
mind but to master it", according to its critics (London 1994). The same critique may apply to 
the talkshow when it fails to nurture the electronic community or neighborhood inherently 
envisioned by its participatory programming. The only difference lies perhaps in that the 
talkshow emerges as a mixed prograinming that appropriates the concept of participation 
explicitly out of the market imperative of commercial television to engage audiences. The 
chance is that the market-originated talkshow may remain market-based and market-oriented 
and have to fulfil the profit-making logic of the market more than anything else. 

As we have seen, the concept of participation has long been a wonderful tool for 
the market ever since the eighteenth century coffeehouse and the nineteenth-century American 
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lyceum. The traditional opposition between the state as the inherently oppressive authority and 

the market conveniently equated with the civil society has brought about a complacent 

celebration for the democratic implications of market-based participatory activities. The vigor 

of the market in bringing openness and diversity to society, through mundane attempts of 

profit-makings by catering to the needs of the consuming publics, tended to be assumed and 

even ascertained. It goes without saying, however, that this vigor involves too many 

complicated factors to work, as economists today can easily show. But participation, being so 

useful with high legitimacy in history for the market, has long become a favorable object of 

"the staged and manipulative publicity" of private interests (Habermas 1962/1989: 244). This 

is well demonstrated in the case of the American lyceums in which participatory activities 

were eventually reduced to something subject to commercial appropriations rather than used 

for social-cultural engagements (Munson 1993). In a sense, talkshow programming emerged 

and developed more significantly as yet another example of this tendency in market-facilitated 

participatory activities. 

Particularly in the U.S. where the market's democratic potential has been more or 

less taken for granted, talkshow programming is an industry in its own right and bound by the 

market logic of cost and profit, demand and supply. Being an industry that feeds on 

participation and caters to the needs of participation, talkshow programming has to survive all 

possible industrial hazards from audience participation. Loudly claimed, by its practitioners, as 

a "new source of information" (by Phil Donahue) and "representing the growing diversifi

cation of news and information genre" (by Morton Downey), the talkshow relies heavily on its 

audience participants as the very source of that claimed new source which represents that 

growing diversification. The production reliance makes the genre walk the tight-rope between 

institutional control and discursive openness. The walk, though risky in terms of both 

popularity and cultural legitimacy, is nonetheless worthy of taking, even a necessity to take, 

since "the old formulas" accustomed to the separation between the spectacle and participation 

can "no longer hold" (Munson 1993: 64). All mixed programming indeed has to try out the 

subtle balance on a similar tight-rope so as to gain a novelty strong enough to hold popularity 

as well as cultural legitimacy if possible. But with its unstable productivity and productive 

instability (Chapter 4), the talkshow walks on a special tight-rope far more thin and fragile 

than any other mixed programming does. 

When pushed by industrial imperatives, talkshow programming often involves 

coping with the genre's reliance on audience participation as efficiently as possible. The main 

concern, then, has little to do with potential openness and diversity, or the novelty from 

participatory programming, but rather to do with risk minimization and profit maximization. 
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3.1. Controlling Contingencies from Participation 

As we have seen in Chapter 4, the chance element is inherent in the practice of 
audience participation. The talkshow depends essentially on a measure of the uncontrollable 
from these chance elements so as to have the attraction of authenticity and the incentive of 
audience engagement. Contingency as such surely leads to insecurity, be it about popularity or 
cultural legitimacy. And it seems only natural, if television institutions are tempted to gain 
control over it. As the broadcasting media have long been a much regulated medium with the 
tradition of public service in Western Europe and FCC regulations in America, institutions 
were in fact first obliged to control. For example, American call-in shows have constantly had 
problems with libel, and troubles with statutory laws on obscenity, equal-time, and the later 
Fairness Doctrine (before its repeal by the Reagan administration in the wave of deregulation). 
Coupled with the broadcasters' desire to have control over caller demographics so as to attract 
their advertising, this has led to the introduction of a control technique referred to as "call-
screening". 

Several methods have been used for call screening. It may involve the 
employment of an operator who weeds out off-subject, libelous, harassing, or repeat callers, 
either by simply hanging them up or sinking them lower and lower in the stack through the 
operator's continuous stacking. This call-stacking is indicated on a computer visible to the host, 
who sees the caller's first name only (to provide anonymity and discourage impostors) and a 
summary of his or her comment. Call-screening can also operate through a delay mechanism, 
originally using tape but now digital. This mechanism can retard the airing of the program four 
to seven seconds so that, with the push of a "panic button", an operator may delete any 
unwanted calls. These methods, while originating from radio call-in, have long become nearly 
universal for all live talk programming intended to encourage call-in audiences. 

The institutional efforts to control unpredictabiUty from the audience participants 
is not limited to live talk programming. Live-to-tape talkshows, aired as live but taped usually 
within a day or two before, also involve an ad hoc team taking care of pre-air business. In the 
team there are bookers and producers. The bookers spend endless hours on the phone seeking 
guests and then juggle a stream of guest and topic possibilities in an effort to put together the 
right mix of personality and experts. The producers are responsible for all research, guest, and 
logistical arrangements. They develop an episode largely from a content standpoint (so as to be 
in accordance with the show's fixed part: the host and the format). While it is the bookers who 
do the screening of participants, it is the producers who "prep" those admitted as participants 
so that they might behave more in line with what is wished and at the same time dig for more 
personal information to be used by the host (Munson 1993). 
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The use of these behind-the-scene control techniques, supposed to contain the 

unpredictability of audience participants, has to be exercised in a way that the very appeal of 

spontaneity and authenticity they brought to a program is not subverted. The very existence of 

live-to-tape shows illustrates vividly how the subtle balance between control and contingency 

is important for television institutions. The shows are put together in a way that looks not only 

live and spontaneous, but also timely, even readily changeable with respect to topics, guests, 

audience participants and locales. There is a careful calculation of the subtle balance, and that 

suggests that television talk programming is essentially spectator-oriented, rather than 

participant-oriented. Together with the topics, participants have to undergo the process of 

selecting, screening, and orientation, so that the best effects of desired spontaneity and 

authenticity can be orchestrated for spectators at the far end of reception. 

3.2. Fake or Synthetical Participation 

Talkshow programming thrives on the very contradictions in the industry's need to 

contain and cater to audience tastes through audience participation, which implies contingency 

and uncertainty. The development of behind-the-scene control techniques for contrived 

spontaneity is understandable, especially when advertising revenue, the source of livelihood 

for market-based television, is at stake. The need to achieve decent ratings is therefore well 

taken for granted and the rating system is viewed as providing the ultimate boundary for 

talkshow programming. Economic success is after all what any industry is meant for. But it is 

also in this light that the talkshows' contrived spontaneity, together with all its other 

constructed aspects, should be put. It is at best a dramaturgical spontaneity in Erving 

Goffman's sense. 

Seen as a business of planning spontaneous interaction for others (lay and expert 

participants), talkshow programming implies a great uncontrollable hazard to be countered. If 

talkshow staffers (the bookers and the producers) often resort to establishing certain 

typifications for clearer definitions of "the interactionally-usable attributes" (Tuchman 1974: 

122), talkshow hosts would tend to devise certain rules, routines, or rituals for the convenience 

of hosting and the mamtaining of program identity (Brand and Scannell 1988). This latter in 

particular makes the talkshow a controlled discursive space even if the access to participation 

is comparatively less manipulated, since interaction cannot be entirely planned. Andersen 

(1995) gives some interesting examples for this. She observes how participants tried hard to 

ground their discussion on issues such as unemployment or economic hardship while being 

hopelessly framed as a subjective affect devoid of social context. In the end, nothing intended 

by them were addressed at all, if they didn't fit in the pre-set themes and narratives. 

Consequently, audience participants must measure up to institutional expectations, and they 
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would not stand in the same relationship with the host. What is being made salient here is that 
television remains an institution, a power, an authority, a "discursive situation" (Renkema 
1993), even in participatory programming. 

Though the talkshow remains essentially a host driven genre, both talkshow 
staffers and the host are all involved in organizational gatekeeping and have their respective 
"boundary role" to play, in charge respectively of the inputs and the outputs (Shoemaker 1991: 
56). This is a double filtering at work for which Paul Hirsch (1972, 1977) and Tuchman (ibid) 
have different interpretations, regarding the talkshow's function as part of a media system 
through which new ideas and innovations are introduced to society. While Paul 
Hirschidentifies the talkshow as the system's gatekeeper that facilitates cultural innovations, 
Tuchman remains suspicious of that particular function by showing strong evidence of how 
talkshow progranmiing tends to be grounded not in knowledge of audience preferences either 
as participants or viewers, but rather in fears of not attracting or even offending too many 
potential audiences. Following this fear is the safety-first rule that has been guiding 
commercial television for decades and becomes even more intensified in multichannel 
competition toward spin-offs or recombinations, rather than innovations. 

Being participatory in production therefore does not necessarily mean a fair 
inclusion or treatment of audience participants' ideas or interests, nor does it even ensure a real 
participation The talkshow, as noted by Munson (1993) and Kurtz (1995), is in particular a 
synthetic genre that feeds on itself and other media for its subsistence. The synthetic nature can 
go to such an extent that participation is staged, even faked. Both Andersen and Heaton and 
Wilson (1995) notice how several shows fake the participation for nothing other than 
voyeuristic purposes. Indeed, audiences may have their own reasons to participate, such as 
what Priest (1995) finds: the intention to educate the public or simply to enjoy the thrill of talk 
on television. Whatever causes they happen to have, they have to be filtered through the 
gatekeeping process by gatekeepers who only use their own reactions to participants' ideas as a 
barometer of public taste and who feel secure only about those that "everyone is already 

talking about" (Tuchman 1974:134) and those that guarantee voyeuristic pleasure. 

3.3. Participatory to Promote and Sell 

There is nonetheless a certain relevance in Hirsch's arguments about the role of 
the talkshow as a gatekeeper whose cooptation facilitates the promotion of cultural products12. 

12 By cultural products, Hirsch refers to "non-material goods directed at a public of consumers for whom they 
generally serve an aesthetic or expressive, rather than a clearly utilitarian function., each is non-material in the sense 
that it embodies a live, one-of-a-kind performance and/or contains a unique set of ideas." See Hirsch 1972. 
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In his later work (1981, cited in Shoemaker 1991: 56), Hirsch furthers his arguments by 

specifying two kinds of media organizations, one concentrating on the creation and production 

of information (e.g. newspapers) whereas the other on the distribution. Together these two act 

as "gatekeepers of ideas and symbols". Cultural change and innovations usually develop 

within the production sector and are made known and diffused to publics by the distributor 

organizations, among this latter the talkshow is recognized as one. In this light, the talkshow is 

involved in cultural innovations only as a promoter, not as a potential creator as is disclaimed 

byTuchman(1974). 

This emphasis on the talkshow's distributive nature seems to undermine its 

apparent populist appeal and power gaining from participatory programming. Participation 

would become irrelevant to information production, let alone innovation, if the programming 

itself is not intended to be productive at all. Participation is therefore only meaningful as a 

means to boost the distribution rather than a means to enrich the production. Taking into 

consideration the emphasis of life experience which has naturally led to a preference of 

personal revelation and testimonials, one can see how the talkshow's participatory format 

comes easily to favor promotions, whether commercial or political, as long as the promotive 

language is carefully in tune with the themes and narratives of a show whose ultimate aim is to 

glean ratings. This is why Andersen (1995) deplores how the talkshow ends up being 

appropriated by the elite and celebrities, given all the democratic potential from participatory 

programming. To the degree that the talkshow remains a loop of recombinations in the media 

food chain, it will promote only what has already been socially recognized, such as the elite 

and celebrities and their packed concepts or thoughts in the forms of, say, books, films, or 

substantial policy proposals. 

That participation comes to facilitate promotion seems only a natural development 

in market-pushed liberal democracy, which has been leading us to an ever intensifying 

consumer culture. Commodification seems a necessary process for anything that has to be 

processed by the ever expanding market which has been rapidly incorporating television 

within its mechanism, using televisual hybridity to the full for commodity promotion 

(Andersen 1995). The talkshow's hybridity in participatory programming and its appeal to the 

personal make it a convenient forum for promotion- a forum that fits commercial 

infotainment with its contrived spontaneity and theatrical visibility. Viewing any home 

shopping channel today, we would be amazed by how the talkshow's participatory format is 

appropriated by, or better, merged, with advertising itself. In early October of 1996, CNN's 

Business News featured Oprah Winfrey who with full confidence typical of a television 

personality declared that she was going to "get the whole nation reading again". Just how 

grateful the publishers on both sides of the Atlantic would be, is not hard to imagine, given that 
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big sales of the targeted books did follow, and more were predicted to come. 

There seems to be a selling power in the subtle trust established through talkshow-

style personal revelations and testimonials- a selling power which the ever-expanding market 

has been desperately seeking for ever since the perception of a mass society was replaced by 

that of a pluralistic society. At the heart of this power is the "personalismo" created out of the 

host who is able to reach the status of stardom by personalized language which captures 

audiences' recognition According to Andersen (1995) and Kerbel (1995), Clinton, the first-

ever talkshow president, has enjoyed the success of creating himself as such a personalismo 

devised to be "a personal choice" (Andersen 1995:226). The new openness in the personalized 

political language which he used helped sell both himself in the campaign and later his health 

care policy in the governance. In Phil Donahue's words, it is a "rhetorical equivalent of kissing 

a baby" (ibid: 227). 

A strategic programming marked by cost efficiency for odd hours first as late-

night talk for adults, then as daytime for house wives, the talkshow, while still cost-efficient, 

comes to be a grazer-resistant programming from dawn to dusk most significantly for a 

marketized and multichannel environment. With so many channels and so much time slots to 

feed, television institutions rely on this low-cost participatory infotainment programming to 

make-do. Audience participants also try to make-do with whatever available for an opportunity 

to participate in the public discourse, even if what they desire is merely to be seen on television. 

Given the industrial imperative of risk minimization and profit maximization, however, the 

simplicity of make-do can easily be cancelled out by the complexities from the use of behind-

the-scene control techniques that take the first step to create contrived spontaneity and then 

lead to fabricated authenticity in fake participation. Added to the complexities, as we have 

seen, is the degradation of participation from being performative to being promotive for the 

benefits of the elite and celebrities, and above all, the talkshow industry. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Phil Donahue, his show being the first national daytime talkshow in the U.S., has 

been highly praised before rating competitions began to be intensified. He used to have guests 

who reflected the issues of the time and it seemed to many that never before had socially and 

personally relevant issues been discussed in such a democratic way as he allowed. Fred W. 

Friendly, who grew harsh toward talkshows in the late 1980s, recognized him as "the people's 

journalist" in the 1970s (Munson 1993:141). Ralph Nader, a consumer rights activist, saw him 

as "a kind of First Amendment in action" for his contribution to let ordinary people be the star 

in the public discourse even though celebrities were present (Heaton and Wilson 1995: 22). 
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These compliments came essentially as a result of Donahue's knack for turning serious issues 

into televised drama. According to himself, "to survive with a visually dull format with people 

sitting on folding chairs and two camera and no budget" means no other choice but "do issues 

that made people sad, mad, glad" (Kurtz 1995: 54). 

But when the market mechanism began to spin with un-regulated impact, 

Donahue felt that he had to compete. In 1988, he was reported to declare: "We are dangerously 

close to being referred to as an intelligent talkshow... I'd rather be called sleazy than to be 

identified as intelligent" (Kurtz 1995: 53). With journalistic training and never buying into the 

cash-for-trash mentality before, Donahue in the 1990s began to pay selected people to appear 

on his show and rack ratings with ever more bizarre guests and titillating topics. In 1996, the 

man who pioneered talk TV finally retired from the business with a sigh: 

The coin of the realm in television is ratings. As long as sponsors and television 
owners and general managers and program directors want large audiences, then it's 
awfully hard to shoot a producer who wants to produce a program where 
everybody's screaming at each other, because he knows that's more compelling, 
and it'll stop the channel surfer on his or her program13. 

There is a peculiar poignancy in the case of the Donahue show if one considers 

how it once represented a new vigor for informational programming and attracted a lot of 

followers. Its slowly built popularity marked the increasingly noted blurring of the line 

between news and talkshows and prompted the correct prediction of audiences' hunger for 

participatory informational programming and its being a key 1980s trend (Munson 1993). That 

a promising talkshow like this one cannot but evolve into part of what Donahue himself calls 

"the culture in decay" (Kurtz 1995: 61), however, confronts us with the weakness of the 

talkshow in facilitating open discussion and providing relevant information on market-defined 

terms. This obviously has something to do with the ambivalent nature of the relationship 

between the market and participation, and the dialectic between popular taste and information 

quality which both modernists and postmodernists have been trying hard to address and re-

address. 

Given its inclusive, contingent and transgressive nature, the talkshow has 

nonetheless its inherent weakness in realizing openness and relevance in informational 

programming due to the need to make the supposedly monotonous talk showy. When 

participation is genuine and sincere openness and relevance are available, the public discourse 

13 See Phil Donahue on the ACLU, (1997) at URL: http: //www.aclu.org/news/wl03197c.html: ACLUNews 
Wire: 10-31-97. 
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can indeed be enriched. As "language is not easily accessible as a lever of political 
intervention for emancipatory change" (Gouldner 1976: 147), such productiveness would tend 
to remain at the micro level, serving mainly to facilitate private negotiations or constructions 
of meaning. Yet even this productivity would become doubtful if television is too marketized 
and the industrial imperatives stress so much intensity of theatrical effects more than ordinary 
participation can guarantee. This is where the talkshow's participatory programming starts to 
lose its democratic values and degrade into an industry that thrives on the exotic and the 
eccentric squeezed out of selected audiences. 

Authors such as Kurtz and Munson tend to hold the host to be the one almost 
solely responsible for the productiveness or degradation of participatory talkshow 
programming. Their reason is that s/he knows better than anyone else the bottom line below 
which lies what can be deemed as unproductive and exploitative. Yet given the fact that the 
host's personality is a careful construct of the organization as part of a careful calculation of 
risks and profits, whether participation on talkshows can be productive have to be considered 
in a much larger context where the host, his guests, and his audience participants are 
embedded 
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